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An ambitious and committed civil engineer, passionate about
geotechnical and tunneling design. Merging my professional expertise

and working in an international environment is my life goal.
Professionally fluent in three languages.

Education
01/21-Now ARUP, MSc Thesis Student, collaboration for the final project (30 ECTS), Copenhagen.

"Comparison between in-situ and laboratory tests on clay till for underground construction projects (Cityringen)"

09/19–Now Technical University of Denmark, MSc Civil Engineering.
{ Performed and reported direct shear and triaxial tests on Kaolin clay and Fontainebleau sand
{ Tunnel design stability using FEM model
{ Pile group foundation of an offshore platform and deep excavation projects using Plaxis
{ Dynamic analysis of a wind turbine
{ Special course Numerical modelling in soil mechanics

09/17–06/18 Polytechnic University of Catalonia, BSc Civil Engineering, exchange academic year.
{ Classification tests on sand and clay samples
{ Design of a boardwalk using reinforced and pre-stressed concrete

09/15–03/19 University of Padua, BSc Civil Engineering.
{ Thesis project The Malamocco-Marghera canal, re-establishment of the local environment due to the canal impact

in the venetian lagoon, using numerical modelling studies.
2011–2015 IIS Pacinotti Massari, Diploma, specialization in surveying, constructions management and

environment.

Experience
01/21–Now Italian Tunnelling Society SIG, Young Member.

04/19–07/19 AI Progetti, Internship, Mestre,Italy.
{ Underground parking for Milano4You’s main project
{ Geotechnical and structural analysis of road Noventana
{ Road survey analysis for a new primary school
{ Structural calculations of a telephone antenna

August 2014 AI Progetti, Curricular internship, Mestre,Italy.
{ Structural calculation of beams and revisions of structural projects, under the supervision of my tutor’s firm

guidance

Skills
Languages Italian (native), English (proficient, C1 of the CEFR), Spanish (fluency in both writing and speaking)

IT { Plaxis, RocScience and SAP2000, FEM software
{ D-pile, pile analysis software
{ DrillWorks/Predict, software for drilling operations
{ AutoCAD (ECDL CAD certification issued by AICA, April 2014)
{ Matlab
{ Microsoft Office, Matchad and LATEX

Extra activities and personal interests
02/20-Now Cook assistant, Ca’Cucina, Copenhagen, Denmark.

01/19–04/19 Tutoring, Maths and physics tutor for high school students.
06/16–09/18 Educator, La bottega dei sogni, sports trainer for childreen between 6 and 12 years old, during summer.

Strong passion for travelling, scuba-diving and cooking. I like to discover other cultures, especially their
typical foods. Sports lover and former footballer.
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